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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (105-82555)

FROM: LEGAT, MEXICO CITY (105-3702)

SUBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD

IS - R

Re telephonic conversation with SA SEYMOURPhillips 2/23/76.

Enclosed are copies of the following communications as maintained in Legat file 105-3702 as requested by Mr. Phillips:

Memo of SA ELDON D. RUDD to SAC Dallas dated 11/23/63;

Mexico City cable to Bureau dated 11/25/63;

Legat Mexico letter dated 12/11/63.

Mr. THOMAS POLGAR, Mexico City Station Chief of CIA, advises his office has retained no documents pertaining to subject and do not even have a reference to him in their indices. He said specifically they have no information regarding subject's taped conversation.
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